Dissertation Publication Embargo Request

Student Name: ________________________________  UIN: ____________________________

Title of Dissertation: ______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

☐ I do not wish to request an embargo of my dissertation.

I request that the University of Illinois Springfield embargo my dissertation for the following reason(s):

☐ Patentable rights based on an invention or discovery that resulted from the dissertation research

☐ An ethical or legal responsibility to prevent disclosure of sensitive or classified information regarding persons, institutions, or technologies

☐ An academic or commercial press interested in acquiring the rights to publish the author’s dissertation as a book (in other words, when a publishing contract is imminent)

☐ Extensive content within the dissertation that is likely to be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal

☐ Other (please explain): _________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

I request that the dissertation be embargoed for a period of: ☐ Six months ☐ One year ☐ Two years

Student’s Statement of Understanding
I understand that placing an embargo on the publication of my dissertation means that UIS Brookens Library will make available my dissertation citation and abstract, but will restrict access to Library copies of my dissertation for the time period indicated. Restricting access means that the full dissertation will be available to readers only with my written permission during the embargo period indicated below. Any readers given permission will only be allowed to view the embargoed dissertation in UIS Brookens Library Archives, and no photocopying of any part of the dissertation will be allowed. Upon expiration of the embargo period, my dissertation will be made available to readers in keeping with UIS Brookens Library policies. I also understand that it is my responsibility to select the delayed release option when completing the UMI Dissertation Submission process.

SIGNATURE: ________________________________  DATE: __________

Required Approval
SIGNATURE: ________________________________  DATE: __________  ☐ APPROVED  ☐ DENIED (attach explanation)

DPA Program Director

Received in GEO on _________  by ____________________  Copy to Library Liaison on _________